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Abstract
The public finance literature has modeled income shifting as a decision along the intensive
margin even though it involves significant fixed costs, giving rise to an important extensive
margin. We show that accounting for this extensive margin has crucial policy implications: the
classical distinction between income creation and income shifting breaks down. We make this
point in a simple linear tax setting with a population of agents differing in terms of
productivities, labor supply elasticities, and costs of income shifting. In the most empirically
plausible scenario when people who shift easily are also more elastic in labor supply, giving
them a lower tax rate is a good thing. This mechanism may be compared to third degree price
discrimination in industrial organization. Numerical simulations suggest that fixed shifting costs
have a large impact on optimal taxes. We further demonstrate that the conclusions derived for
linear taxes carry over to non-linear tax schedules.
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Introduction

Tax rate changes do not only trigger labor supply and savings responses, but also shifting activities when taxpayers move income from highly taxed bases to more leniently
taxed ones. In the United States for example, high-income individuals are highly sensitive
to differences in the personal and the corporate marginal tax rates, which foster income
shifting responses, as documented by Gordon and Slemrod (2000). In countries with dual
tax systems, with separate taxation of labor and capital incomes, taxpayers may engage
in income shifting by starting up closely held corporations and subsequently transfer income between the tax bases.1 These shifting activities are often regarded as purely socially
wasteful, as captured by the influential taxonomy of tax reform responses introduced by
Slemrod (1995, p. 179). The latter sharply distinguishes between “income creation” and
”income shifting” responses to taxes, where the second are “not likely to be accompanied
by an increase in national income”.2
In this article, we stress the fact that policy designers may use income shifting as a
way to increase both efficiency and equity. Historically, the public finance literature has
modeled income shifting as a decision along the intensive margin: individuals choose how
much labor income to shift, the cost of shifting being smoothly increasing, at an increasing
rate.3 One of the most powerful conclusions derived in this setting is that governments
both increase efficiency and equity when removing incentives to shift labor earnings into
more leniently taxed bases (cf. Piketty and Saez, 2013, and Piketty et al., 2014).
There are, however, evidence of various fixed costs of shifting, such as gathering information about the tax law or setting up a closely held corporation, which give rise to
an extensive margin of income shifting. Tazhitdinova (2016) has recently shown that such
fixed costs are likely to be empirically important. The present article shows that fully accounting for this extensive shifting margin is far from being a purely technical exercise.
1 For

example, Pirttilä and Selin (2011), Alstadsæter and Jacob (2016), and Harju and Matikka (2016) document income shifting in Scandinavian dual tax systems.
2 According to Slemrod’s taxonomy, the conceptual difference between the two is that real responses reflect
substitution between different consumption goods (including leisure time) while avoidance activities do not
affect the individual’s real consumption basket (holding utility constant). However, Slemrod (1995), Slemrod
(2001), and Agell and Persson (2000) acknowledge that real responses and avoidance responses also may
interact in modern economies.
3 See, e.g., Fuest and Huber (2001); Christiansen and Tuomala (2008); Piketty et al. (2014); Piketty and Saez
(2013); and Hermle and Peichl (2015). Convex cost functions are also widely used to analyze the normative
implications of tax avoidance in general, see, e.g., Slemrod and Kopczuk (2002), Kopczuk (2001), or Chetty
(2009).
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On the contrary, it sheds new light on the classical view by emphasizing a simple mechanism through which income shifting may actually contribute to increasing social welfare.
To make this point, we consider an economy in which all income stems from labor
effort. Labor incomes can be shifted to an alternative tax base to a resource cost, which
is fixed and/or variable. We place ourselves in the position which is the least favorable
to shifting and deliberately neither model capital accumulation nor tax competition. It is
thus sufficient to consider a static economy. The benevolent social planner designs taxes
with the objective to maximize a weighted sum of individual utilities. Agents potentially
differ with respect to three characteristics: productivity, labor supply elasticity, and cost
of income shifting. Given the tax system, they simultaneously choose how much effort to
supply and how much income to shift, if any.
In the spirit of Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980) and Slemrod (1994), we first consider that
marginal tax rates are constant (thus focusing on linear taxes) but allow the policymaker
to potentially use two tax bases, one for non-shifted earnings and one for shifted earnings,
as in Piketty and Saez (2013).4 When shifting occurs along the extensive margin, the
population is usually partitioned into ”shifters” and ”non-shifters” in the social optimum.
This partition of the population plays a key part, and shifting status works as a form of
”endogenous tagging”. It implies that some agents with the same income determine how
much effort to supply based on different tax schedules. In the shifting sub-population, the
marginal incentives to supply labor is determined by the tax rate on shifted income whilst,
in the non-shifting group, by the tax rate on non-shifted income. This mechanism clearly
differs from what would be allowed by the introduction of additional tax brackets. It
works along the same line as third degree price discrimination in industrial organization.
If people who shift easily are also more elastic in labor supply, then giving them a lower
tax rate is a good thing. To investigate our analytical results numerically, we calibrate
our model to the Swedish economy, and find that non-negligible welfare gains can be
achieved thanks to income shifting. In our benchmark scenario, it is socially optimal to
set the personal tax rate 9 to 15 percentage points higher than the tax rate on shifted
income.
In principle, tax rate differentiation may also occur in the intensive margin model, in
the presence of heterogeneity in the convex shifting cost, if the social planner puts large
weights on individuals with low shifting costs. However, this mechanism is arguably
4 We will use the terms shifted income and corporate income interchangeably. The same holds for nonshifted income and personal income.
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very different from the one highlighted in the extensive margin model, where differences
in elasticities are the key driving force. Moreover, it is not empirically relevant as shifting mostly occurs at the top of the income distribution. Therefore, we conclude that the
distinction between the intensive and extensive shifting margins is crucial for optimal tax
policy. Extending our simple model, we show that our results are robust to: (i) the combination of a fixed cost and convex shifting costs; (ii) the relaxation of the linear tax assumptions. In this extended framework, we also derive tax revenue maximizing asymptotic
tax rates. Revenue maximizing asymptotic tax rates endogenizing income shifting have
not earlier been presented in the literature in spite of the extensive focus on top-income
taxation.

Related Literature
Our work is closely related to the textbook model presented by Piketty and Saez (2013,
Section 4). The latter model the cost of income shifting as a convex cost in a linear income
tax setting; similar models are used in Piketty et al. (2014) and Saez and Stantcheva (2016).
Considering heterogeneity in skills only, it is shown that governments should stop income
shifting if it is costless to do so in the hypothetical situation where all income stems from
labor effort. With both labor and capital incomes in the model, the optimal tax rates will
depend on the elasticities for labor and capital incomes. However, the presence of shifting
opportunities lowers the gap between the optimal tax rates on labor and capital incomes
(as compared to the tax rate differential arising under the inverse elasticity rule). The same
intuition is present in the work by Hermle and Peichl (2015), who derive optimal tax rules
in a model with multiple income tax bases. In their model, agents are heterogeneous with
respect to skills, shifting abilities and consumption preferences, and may shift income
between the tax bases in exchange for a smooth resource cost. The optimal tax formulas
differ from the standard ones: they also include a term for the fiscal externalities generated
by the cross-elasticities.
Christiansen and Tuomala (2008) examine the role of income shifting in a two-type
two-period model along the lines of Stiglitz (1982). They consider that agents can shift
income between the two tax bases at a convex cost, but that the government is unable
to observe the true amounts of labor and capital income. With heterogeneity in the skill
dimension and additively separable preferences, a positive proportional capital income
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tax is desirable.5
Finally, our extensive margin model, where individuals endogenously sort to different tax schedules, relates to a growing body of literature on occupational choices. In this
context, Rothschild and Scheuer (2012) consider a model in which all agents face a unique
nonlinear tax schedule, whilst Gomes et al. (2017) allow for sector-specific tax schedules.
In a related framework, Doligalski and Rojas (2016) analyze the optimal size of the informal economy while considering a model with one sector with taxes and one without
taxes. Their model can be seen as a sub-case of our analysis, in which tax differentiation
is allowed but constrained to be constant and equal to zero in the second sector. More
specifically, the analysis developed in the present article connects to the literature on entrepreneurial income taxation (Parker, 1999, and Scheuer, 2014). Our focus is however
different. While the occupational choice literature highlights general equilibrium effects
on wages and individual productivity differences in different sectors, we focus on heterogeneity in elasticities and potential welfare gains from sorting into separate tax schedules.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main blocks of
the model. Section 3 illustrates the intensive marginal logic in the simplest way. Section
4 casts light on the consequences of allowing for income shifting along a pure extensive
margin and provides numerical simulations. Section 5 shows that our results are robust
to various extensions and discusses the implications for the revenue maximizing tax rates
at the top of the skill distribution.

2

A Model Allowing for Income Shifting

We start by introducing the main blocks of the model that we will specialize in the next
sections to focus on the intensive or extensive margin.

2.1

Sources of Heterogeneity in the Population

We consider a population of individuals who are heterogeneous in three dimensions:
skills ω, taste for work effort e,6 and the propensity to shift incomes from the personal
5 In

the atemporal two-type model of Fuest and Huber (2001), there is a also a convex shifting cost, but
agents instead differ with respect to their wealth endowments, and the government imposes non-linear income tax schedules for labor and capital incomes. In the social optimum, wealthy households face the same
positive marginal tax rate both for labor and capital incomes. Poor households, on the other hand, face a
larger marginal tax rate for capital income than for labor income.
6 In important specific cases, emphasized below, this parameter corresponds to the labor supply elasticity.
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to the corporate income tax base. The latter is captured through a cost parameter γ. The
distribution of ω, e and γ is given by the joint probability density function f (ω, e, γ) with
support included in R3+ . The policy-maker knows the distribution of types within the
population, but is neither able to observe nor recover the type of a specific individual,
precluding personalized lump-sum taxes.
In general, we do not make any restriction on the possible correlations between these
three parameters, but we later on pay special attention to a few specific cases. In addition,
we define f i (i ) and Fi (i ) as the marginal and cumulative density functions of i = {ω, e, γ}.
We also refer to Fγ|κ (γ) as the cumulative density function of γ conditional on κ ≡ (ω, e).
In this context, we investigate the situation in which a benevolent policy-maker would
like to redistribute income within its population. Two tax instruments are available: a tax
function TP for non-shifted earnings and a tax function TC for shifted earnings. The first
tax base can be thought of as personal income and the second one as corporate income;
hence the P and C subscripts.

2.2

Individual Choices

To model individual choices, we use the canonical labor-leisure model, that we augment
with a possibility of income shifting. We denote individual consumption (or net income)
by Y and labor supplied by L. We allow the disutility of effort to depend on e. More
precisely, an individual of skill ω supplying L units of effort receives gross income ωL but
incurs a utility loss v( L; e), with v0L > 0 and v00LL > 0. The individual utility function is
given by:
U (Y, L) = Y − v( L; e).

(1)

Every individual has the possibility to reduce the income that is subject to the personal
income tax, from ωL to ωL − A at a cost Γ( A, γ). We refer to this as income shifting. As
emphasized in the introduction, this cost might be a fixed cost and/or variable. A general
specification is:
Γ( A; γ) = C ( A) + γ · 1 A>0 ,

(2)

where the variable cost C ( A) is non-decreasing and convex in the shifted amount A (i.e.,
C 0A ≥ 0 and C 00AA ≥ 0), whereas γ is a fixed cost of shifting.7 1 is an indicator function,
equal to 1 when A > 0 and 0 otherwise. Most of the previous literature has focused on
7 In

Section 3, we also consider heterogeneity in the convex shifting cost.
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the case where Γ( A; γ) = C ( A). By contrast, we investigate the implications of a more
general – and more empirically relevant8 – cost structure.
Overall, an individual pays taxes equal to TP (ωL − A) + TC ( A) and thus receives net
income:9
Y = ωL − TP (ωL − A) − TC ( A) − Γ( A, γ).

(3)

The utility function (1) is quasilinear in net income. Consequently, we can alternatively
interpret Γ( A, γ) as the utility loss induced when an individual decides to shift earnings.
Individual choices proceed from the maximization of the utility function U (Y, L) subject
to the budget constraint (3). The indirect utility is therefore defined as:
V (ω, e, γ) = max{ωL − TP (ωL − A) − TC ( A) − Γ( A, γ) − v( L; e)}.
L,A

(4)

We refer to L (ω, e, γ) as the optimal supply of effort and A (ω, e, γ) as the optimal amount
of shifting for an individual of type (ω, e, γ). For later use, we also define:
V P (ω, e) = max{ωL − TP (ωL) − v( L; e)},
L

V C (ω, e, γ) = max{ωL − TP (ωL − A) − TC ( A) − Γ( A; γ) − v( L; e)}.
L

(5)
(6)

For any given individual, (5) provides the maximum utility V P (ω, e) which can be obtained in the absence of any income shifting. We denote the level of L that maximizes
V P (ω, e) by L P (ω, e). (6) instead provides the maximum utility V C (ω, e, γ) when at
least some earnings are shifted. We denote the level of L that maximizes V C (ω, e, γ)
by LC (ω, e, γ).

2.3

Policy-Maker’s Choices

The policy-maker chooses two tax functions. By the taxation principle, this is equivalent to designing the incentive compatible allocation, which maximizes the social objective
8 As

already emphazised, see e.g., Tazhitdinova (2016) whose findings are consistent with the existence of
fixed costs.
9 A more general specification would allow for endogeneous capital income supply, Q, such that the capital
tax payment would be TC ( Q + A). However, the idea to allow for income shifting as a consequence of
differential taxation of labor incomes and capital incomes is already well known in the literature. In our
article, we instead consider the possibility that income shifting is socially desirable even in the situation
when all incomes earned generically originate from labor effort.
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function:

ZZZ

g(ω, e, γ)V (ω, e, γ) f (ω, e, γ)dγdedω,

(7)

subject to the following revenue constraint:
R≤

ZZZ

[ TP (ωL(ω, e, γ) − A(ω, e, γ)) + TC ( A(ω, e, γ))] f (ω, e, γ)dγdedω.

(8)

R is a tax revenue requirement that does not enter the individuals’ utility function. When
it is set equal to zero, the tax policy is purely redistributive.

3

The Intensive Shifting Margin

In this section, we illustrate the intensive margin logic in the simplest way and let γ = 0
for everyone. Hence, Γ( A; γ) = C ( A). All agents in the economy therefore face the
same convex shifting cost function. At the end of this section, we will comment on the
consequences of allowing for heterogeneity in the convex cost. To simplify notations, we
drop the parameter γ and define κ = (ω, ε) and dκ = (dω, de).
To make the analysis more transparent, we will in this section assume away the corner
solution A = ωL. This is in line with the previous literature modelling income shifting
as a pure intensive margin phenomenon. Following Piketty and Saez (2013), we assume
that personal income is taxed linearly, while shifted income is taxed proportionally. By
denoting the marginal tax rates on personal income and shifted income τP and τC respectively, we obtain TP = G + τP × (ωL − A) and TC = τC A. G is a demogrant; when G < 0,
the policy-maker distributes a basic income to each agent. In our setting, all income stems
from labor. Hence, shifting may only occur in one direction, from the personal to the corporate base. Any τC ≥ τP is associated with the same outcome, i.e., the absence of shifting;
hence, there is no loss of generality in focusing on τP ≥ τC .
Given this set of assumptions, any individual’s first-order conditions are independent
of each other and can be written as:
v0 ( L; ε) = ω (1 − τP )

(9)

C 0A ( A) = τP − τC

(10)

As usual, (9) shows that the individual will supply labor effort until the marginal disutility
of doing so equates the marginal after-tax wage. (10) implies that the individual will shift
8

income until the marginal gain, given by the difference between the two marginal tax
rates, equates the marginal cost. Given this structure, we can formulate the following
proposition.
Proposition 1. Suppose Γ( A; γ) = C ( A), TP = G + τP × (ωL − A) and TC = τC A. In the
social optimum, τP = τC .
Proof. The social planner chooses the tax rates (τP , τC ) and the lump-sum income G so as
to maximize the social welfare functional (7) subject to the tax revenue constraint (8). Denoting the shadow price of public funds by λ, the Lagrangian of the optimization problem
is given by:
ZZ

{ g(κ )V (κ ) + λ [τP ωL(ω, ε) − (τP − τC ) A − G − R]} f (κ )dκ.

(11)

κ

To simplify notations, we omit the arguments of the different functions. We denote the net
social marginal valuation of income of a κ-individual by b(κ ) = g(κ )/λ. The first-order
conditions with respect to τP , τC and G are respectively:
ZZ 

∂V
∂ωL
∂A
b
+ ωL − A + τP
− (τP − τC )
∂τP
∂τP
∂τP
κ

ZZ 
∂V
∂A
b
+ A − (τP − τC )
f (κ )dκ = 0,
∂τC
∂τC
κ
ZZ


f (κ )dκ = 0,

[b − 1] f (κ )dκ = 0.

(12)
(13)
(14)

κ

From (14), we infer that the average value of b over the population, denoted b, is equal to
1. The first-order condition with respect to τC can be re-written as:
ZZ 
κ

∂A
−bA + A − (τP − τC )
∂τC


f (κ )dκ = 0.

(15)

Using the fact that b = 1 and the definition of the covariance, we obtain:
τP − τC = − R

cov( A, b)
.
∂A
f (κ )dκ
κ ∂τC

(16)

Because all individuals face the same convex cost function C ( A), it follows from (10) that
everyone chooses the same A. When A is constant over the population, cov( A, b) = 0. By
9

(16), τP − τC = 0 in the social optimum.
Proposition 1 captures the essence of the prevailing view on income shifting in modern
public finance. The intuition underlying the result is the following. Suppose τP > τC . It
is thus optimal for people to partly shift income. Now, let us investigate the effects of an
small increase ∂τC in τC .
- To start with, collected taxes increase by E+ = A × ∂τC (dollars). This can be referred
to as the “mechanical” effect of the tax reform.
- For each individual, the extra taxes paid decrease utility. Given the quasilinear preferences, utility is reduced by A × ∂τC ; and thus social utility by g × A × ∂τC (expressed in “utils”). The shadow price λ of the budget constraint is the unit of count
in welfare. Recalling that b = g/λ, this loss in social utility can be transformed into
a monetary loss for the state, equal to E− = b × A × ∂τC (dollars).
- The increase in τC induces a behavioral response. From (9) and (10), we see that
the the amount of effort only depends on τP . Therefore, total earnings are not affected. However, the change in τC induces each agent to reduce shifted income by
∂A/∂τC × ∂τC and increases the personal income tax base accordingly. The gain in
terms of collected taxes amounts to E++ = −(τP − τC ) × ∂A/∂τC × ∂τC .
The global impact of the tax reform is given by:
ZZ

+

(E + E
κ

++

−

− E ) ∂τC f (κ )dκ =

ZZ 
κ


∂A
A − (τP − τC )
− bA ∂τC f (κ )dκ,
∂τC
ZZ
∂A
= −(τP − τC )∂τC
f (κ )dκ.
κ ∂τC

(17)

The second line uses the fact that the social marginal valuation of income b is equal to 1
on average. Because ∂A/∂τC < 0, increasing τC unambiguously increases social welfare.
In essence, because labor supply is unaffected, the effort spent on tax planning is a pure
waste from the society’s point of view. A raise in τC leaves the total pie to share in the
economy unaffected, but induces people to invest less in costly tax planning. Therefore,
in the social optimum, the social planner should eliminate shifting by setting τP = τC .
In general, Proposition 1 is no longer valid when not all agents face the same convex
shifting cost function C. To see this, we introduce an additional dimension of heterogeneity θ, which affects the cost of shifting. More precisely, C ( A; θ ) with ∂C ( A; θ )/∂θ > 0.
10

We denote the marginal density of θ by f θ (θ ) and allow this parameter to be arbitrarily
correlated with the other heterogeneity parameters. Adjusting the steps in the proof of
Proposition 1, we obtain:
τP − τC =

cov[ A(θ ), b(κ, θ )]
RR R ∂A
− κ θ ∂τC f (κ, θ )dκdθ

(18)

In this setting, cov[ A(θ ), b(κ, θ )] may take on any sign. Remember, however, that the denominator of (18) is always non-negative because −∂A/∂τC ≥ 0. Therefore, the social
planner will set τP > τC if cov[ A(θ ), b(κ, θ )] > 0. In the important special case when the
social marginal welfare weight depends (negatively) on skills only, i.e. b(κ, θ ) = b(ω ),
the social planner will set τP > τC if there is a positive dependence of ω and θ.10 Intuitively, if it is cheaper for low-skilled individuals to shift income, the social planner
can increase social welfare by allowing for income shifting. A closely related point was
made by Kopczuk (2001) in the context of tax avoidance. We believe, however, that this
mechanism is less important in the context of income shifting, which typically is an issue
pertaining to the upper part of the income distribution.

4

The Extensive Shifting Margin

We now cast light on the consequences of allowing for income shifting along the extensive
margin. Assume now that the shifting cost is a pure fixed cost, i.e., Γ( A; γ) = γ · 1 A>0 .
Given this specification, corner solutions may play an important part and we do not make
any assumption that would lead to a focus on interior solutions. In other respects, the
framework of Section 3 is intact. In particular, individuals are heterogeneous in three
dimensions: skill ω, taste for work effort ε, and shifting cost γ. Moreover, personal income
is taxed linearly and shifted income is taxed at a proportional rate.
10 Formally,

R R
cov( A, b) = ω θ [ Fω,θ (ω, θ ) − f ω (ω ) f θ (θ )]db(ω )dA(θ ). Given that db(ω ) < 0 and dA(θ ) < 0,
a sufficient condition for cov( A, b) to be positive is that the square bracket inside the double integral be positive, see Cuadras (2002, Theorem 1). Conversely, a sufficient condition for cov( A, b) to be negative is that the
square bracket inside the double integral be negative. These conditions on the sign of the cumulative density function relative to the product of the marginal probability density functions of the joint distribution of
(ω, θ ) correspond to a generalization of correlation, called quadratic dependence. In words, positive (negative)
quadrant dependence means that the joint probability that both ω and θ are larger than a pair (ω̂,θ̂) is larger
(smaller) than the product of the two independent probabilities for all possible pairs (ω̂,θ̂).
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4.1

Partition of the Population

When income shifting is associated with a fixed cost and the tax function is T (ωL, A) =
G + τP × (ωL − A) + τC A, a rational individual either shifts nothing (A = 0) or her entire
labor earnings (A = ωL). In the first case, as a non-shifter, her utility amounts to V P (ω, e)
and her labor supply is determined by the tax rate on personal income τP . In the latter
case, as a shifter, her indirect utility is V C (ω, e, γ) and the tax rate on shifted income
τC determines her labor supply. Consequently, she chooses A = 0 when V P (ω, ε) ≥
V C (ω, ε, γ) and A = ωL otherwise. Using (5) and (6), we see that V P (ω, ε) ≥ V C (ω, ε, γ)
if and only if:

(1 − τP )ωL P + G − v( L P ; ε) ≥ (1 − τC )ωLC + G − γ − v( LC ; ε),

(19)

which is equivalent to:
γ ≥ [(1 − τC )ωLC − (1 − τP )ωL P ] + [v( L P ; ε) − v( LC ; ε)].

(20)

This inequality implies that, at a given κ, the population can be divided into two fractions:
shifters and non-shifters. For each value of κ, γ̂(κ ) is the solution in γ to (20) written with
equality instead of ≥.11 Given this cut-off level:
- Those with γ < γ̂(κ ) will shift their entire earnings. Because the fixed shifting cost
enters the individual optimization problem in an additively separable way, each
of them provides an effort level LC , which is independent of γ. LC is therefore a
function of the parameters κ. Once an agent has decided to shift her entire earnings,
the marginal work incentive is independent of τP and driven by the marginal tax
rate on shifted income (τC ).
- Those with γ ≥ γ̂(κ ) will not shift any earnings.12 Each of them provide an effort
level L P (κ ), which is independent of γ. The marginal work incentive is driven by τP
(and thus independent of τC ).
At every κ such that γ̂(κ ) > 0, a rise in τP increases the incentive to shift; hence the cutoff
11 If

this solution is negative, we set γ̂(κ ) = 0.
make the tie breaking assumption that the κ-agents for whom γ = γ̂(κ ) belong to the set of nonshifters. This assumption has no impact in terms of optimal policy, because the set of indifferent agents has
measure zero.
12 We

12

level γ̂(κ ) goes up. Conversely, if τC increases, the incentive to shift diminishes and γ̂(κ )
goes down.
This partition of the population, at a given κ, plays a key part. It implies that, at
a given income level, there may be both shifters and non-shifters. Consequently, some
agents with the same income determine how much effort to supply based on different tax
schedules. This mechanism clearly differs from what is allowed by the introduction of
additional tax brackets. To illustrate this point, we may consider a tax system for which
TP is piece-wise linear, but there is no possibility of income shifting. In that case, at a given
income level, all agents face the same tax liability. The results concerning the partition of
the population are summarized in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume Γ( A; γ) = γ · 1 A>0 and T (ωL, A) = G + τP (ωL − A) + τC A. Then:
- for γ < γ̂(κ ), A(κ, γ) = ωLC (κ ) and the net-of-tax wage rate is ω (1 − τC );
- for γ ≥ γ̂(κ ), A(ω, ε, γ) = 0 and the net-of-tax wage rate is ω (1 − τP ).
Moreover, at each κ such that γ̂(κ ) > 0,

4.2

∂γ̂(κ )
∂τP

= ωL P > 0 and

∂γ̂(κ )
∂τC

= −ωLC < 0.

Optimal Tax Rates

We use a small tax reform perturbation around the optimum to determine the optimal tax
rates τP and τC . More precisely, we investigate the effects of increasing τP , or alternatively
τC , by a small quantity ∂τ > 0, everything else being equal. We start by considering
an increase in the marginal tax rate on personal income (τP ). This tax variation has the
following effects:
- Net mechanical effect in the non-shifting population: The rise ∂τ in τP mechanically increases taxes collected from each agent in the non-shifting population, by an amount
E1+ = ωL P ∂τ. However, given preferences that are quasi-linear in net income,

it also reduces each agent’s utility by ωL P ∂τ, and thus social welfare by E1− =

g(κ, γ)ωL P ∂τ. Dividing the latter by λ, we obtain the effect on social welfare expressed in dollars: b(κ, γ)ωL P ∂τ with b(κ, γ) = g(κ, γ)/λ. The net mechanical
effect corresponds to the difference between E1+ and E1− , i.e., (1 − b(κ, γ)) ωL P ∂τ.
Integrating over the set of non-shifters, we obtain:
E1 =

ZZ Z ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

(1 − b(κ, γ)) ωL P ∂τ f (κ, γ)dγdκ.
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(21)

- Substitution effect in the non-shiting population:

The increase ∂τ in τP reduces the

net-of-tax wage rates in the non-shifting population. This induces each of them to
reduce effort L P , and thus gross income ωL P , by an amount:

−

ωL P · e P (ε)
× ∂τ,
1 − τP

(22)

where e P (ε) stands for the labor supply elasticity within the set of non-shifters. As
a result, taxes collected from this agent diminish by τP × (22). Integrating over the
non-shifting population, we obtain:
E2 = −

ZZ Z ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

τP
ωL P e P (ε) ∂τ f (κ, γ) dγdκ.
1 − τP

(23)

- Shifting responses: At each κ, because of the increase ∂τ in τP , the agents are willing to
pay a higher shifting cost; therefore, the cut-off value γ̂(κ ) goes up by (∂γ̂(κ )/∂τP ) ×
∂τ. This induces (∂γ̂(κ )/∂τP ) × ∂τ × f (κ, γ̂(κ )) agents to move from the non-shifting
to the shifting population. For each of them, the variation in collected taxes amounts
to:
∆T ≡ τC ωLC − τP ωL P

(24)

This quantity can either be positive or negative, depending on how elastic labor supply is. Integrating over κ, the overall change in collected taxes due to the extensive
responses amounts to:
E3 =
where

∂γ̂(κ )
∂τP

ZZ

∂γ̂(κ )
∂τ f (ω, γ̂)dκ =
∆T
∂τP
κ

ZZ

∆T ωL P ∂τ f (ω, γ̂)dκ.

(25)

κ

= ωL P follows from (20).

A small tax reform perturbation around the social optimum has no first-order effect.
Therefore, E1 + E2 + E3 = 0. Rearranging, we obtain:
τP
=
1 − τP

RR R ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

[1 − b(κ, γ)]ωL P f (κ, γ)dγdκ

RR R ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

ωL P e P (ε) f (κ, γ)dγdκ

RR
ωL P ∆T (κ, γ̂) f (κ, γ̂)dκ
+ RR Rκ ∞
. (26)
ωL P e P (ε) f (κ, γ)dγdκ
κ γ̂(κ )

We now consider an increase ∂τ in the optimal marginal tax rate τC on shifted earnings,
everything else being equal. This tax reform also has three effects.
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- In the population of shifters, it gives rise to a (net) mechanical effect and to a substitution effect. These effects are given by E1 and E2 , with τP replaced by τC , L P (ω )
replaced by LC (ω ), e P (ω ) replaced by the labor supply elasticity eC (ε) of shifters,
R∞
R γ̂(κ )
and the sum γ̂(κ ) replaced by 0 .
- The third effect is the extensive response. At each κ, the increase ∂τ in τC induces
people to leave the shifting population and become non-shifters. By Lemma 1, we
know that γ̂(κ ) goes down by ωLC . All these agents will pay taxes τP ωL P instead
of τC ωLC , i.e., −∆T. The net effect on collected taxes is therefore given by:

−

ZZ

∆T ωLC ∂τC f (κ, γ̂)dκ.

(27)

κ

Because a tax reform around the social optimum has no first-order effect, the sum of the
three effects is equal to zero. Rearranging, we obtain:
τC
=
1 − τC

RR R γ̂(κ )
0

κ

[1 − b(κ, γ)]ωLC f (κ, γ)dγdκ

RR R γ̂(κ )
κ

0

ωLC eC (ε) f (κ, γ)dγdκ

ωLC ∆T (κ, γ̂) f (κ, γ̂)dκ
− RR Rκγ̂(κ )
. (28)
C eC ( ε ) f (κ, γ ) dγdκ
ωL
κ 0

RR

These results are summarized in the following Proposition (its formal proof is provided
in Appendix A):
Proposition 2. Assume Γ( A; γ) = γ · 1 A>0 and T (ωL, A) = G + τP (ωL − A) + τC A. In the
social optimum, the marginal tax rates τP and τC are given by Equations (26) and (28).
In the social optimum, the marginal tax rates τP and τC typically differ.13 As shown
by Equations (26) and (28), a first driving force is the trade-off between equity concerns
(in the numerator) and efficiency (in the denominator), captured by the first term on the
left-hand side of both formulas. Both of them “look like” the usual optimal linear income
tax formula (cf. e.g., Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980). However, they are computed as if the
total population was restricted to non-shifters and shifters, respectively. These two subpopulations are of course endogenous to the tax schedule. However, once agents have
made their choices, the policy-maker observes, for each agent, whether she belongs to the
shifters or non-shifters. In this sense, we may speak of “endogenous” tagging. The second
13 However, we cannot rule out situations in which there would be no shifting in the optimum. In that case,
the cut-off level γ̂(κ ) tends to 0 and the formulae of Proposition 2 collapse into the ”usual” optimal income
tax rules, with τP = τC .
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terms on the right-hand side of Equations (26) and (28) are new. They capture extensive
margin shifting responses, and their signs depend on the labor supply elasticities of those
who are just indifferent between shifting and not shifting.
Intuitively, if individuals whom society cares a lot about, and/or whom are more elastic, sort into the tax base for shifted income, it may be optimal for the social planner to
differentiate the two tax rates. The theoretical analysis therefore suggests that individual
heterogeneity in these dimensions is a key driving force of the optimal taxation policy. It
would be important in particular to study whether agents within a given occupation differ in elasticities depending on their tax status. This point has up to date been addressed
only in a study on US physicians (Showalter and Thurston, 1997), which reports that real
labor supply elasticities are much larger for self-employed physicians than for physicians
who are employees. Further empirical studies would therefore be of great relevance to
provide more general guidance in terms of tax design. It should be pointed out however
that such empirical studies are difficult because administrative data typically include information on taxable incomes (that capture both real and avoidance responses), but not
on hours of work.

4.3

Numerical Simulations: Basic Setup

The analysis of a small tax reform perturbation around the social optimum illuminated the
mechanisms behind the optimal tax rates formulas of Proposition 2. However, a quantitative analysis is required to determine whether it is socially optimal to allow for income
shifting for plausible calibrations and, if so, how large the difference between the optimal
marginal tax rates τP and τC should be.
First, we consider a social planner that attaches a social weight zero to all individuals,
except for the lowest skilled individuals. This corresponds to a ”maximin” criterion. In
this case, the social planner chooses τP and τC such that tax revenues are maximized. It
follows that the social planner would set τC lower than τP only if this results in larger
collected taxes. This benchmark is of particular interest because we place ourselves in
the situation which is the least favorable to income shifting (in particular, shifting has no
direct positive utility effect, through the increased net income of the shifters).
In the numerical exercise, we let the taste parameter ε depend deterministically on ω.
To reduce the dimensionality of the problem, we assume that ε is a linear function of ω:
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ε = q1 + q2 ω.

(29)

Regarding individual preferences, we consider a utility function U (Y, L) given by:
1

U (Y, L) = Y − α

L 1+ ε
,
1 + 1ε

(30)

which implies that e(ε) = ε. Hence, the individual’s labor supply elasticity is constant at
all levels of labor supply, but varies across people. In the baseline simulations, we assume
an increasing elasticity, from 0.1 at the bottom of the skill distribution to 0.5 for the highest
skill level.
We need to calibrate the joint distribution of skills and shifting costs. It is well-known
that the empirical distribution of hourly wage rates is well approximated by a log-normal
distribution, if one abstracts from the top of the distribution. There is considerable less
guidance on how to calibrate the distribution of shifting costs. Because we want to perform sensitivity analyses with respect to the correlation of (ω, ε) and γ, it is convenient
to assume that these two parameters follow a bivariate log-normal distribution. We use
Swedish data to callibrate the mean and variance of the wage distribution. The shifting
costs are parameterized so that the proportion of people deciding to shift incomes roughly
reproduces the actual figure for Sweden (see Alstadsæter and Jacob, 2016).14

4.4

Numerical Simulations: Results

In Figure 1, the solid curve shows the gap – in percentage points – between τP and τC for
21 different values of the correlation coefficient for log(ω ) and log(γ). Additionally, the
dashed curve shows the share of the population that chooses to pay the fixed cost and,
thereby, shift their entire labor income into the capital income tax base. The socially optimal allocation has the following features. First, the percentage of shifters is declining
in the correlation coefficient, from about 6% to 1%. This makes sense since a negative
correlation implies that highly skilled individuals (with large elasticities) face low shifting costs. Second, there is always a gap between τP and τC , which ranges from about
9,5 to 14,6 percentage points, and the tax difference is actually increasing in the correlation coefficient. This also makes sense, because the revenue-maxmizing tax rates in the
14 We

provide a more detailed discussion in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Features of the Optimal Allocation (Benchmark Case)

𝜏#
𝜏"

Figure 2: Features of the Optimal Allocation (Benchmark Case)
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two subpopulations depend on the distributions of elasticities. Intuitively, when the pool
of shifters shrinks, the average earnings elasticity in the subpopulation of shifters will
increase.
The optimal marginal tax rates on labor and capital incomes are depicted in Figure 2
for different values the correlation coefficient for log(ω ) and log(γ). There we see that τC
is considerably more sensitive to changes in the correlation coefficient than τP . Intuitively,
since the fraction of shifters is much smaller than the fraction of non-shifters the average labor supply elasticity (which determines the revenue-maximizing tax rate) is more
sensitive to changes in the composition.
We now investigate to which extent our results are sensitive to the elasticity range. For
three different values of the correlation coefficient ρ (namely −1, 0 and 1), we examine four
different elasticity ranges while keeping the average elasticity in the population constant
(at 0.23). The results are reported in Table 1. It appears that the variance of the elasticity is
crucial for optimal tax policy. First, when the elasticity is constant in the population, the
social planner must set τP = τC . Let us assume that the elasticity does not vary between
agents and that there are two subpopulations in the social optimum, one reporting nonshifted income and one reporting shifted income. Given the quasilinearity of individual
preferences, the top of the Laffer curve would be obtained for the same marginal tax rate
in the two subpopulations. Because the social objective that we consider is the maximin,
this implies that tax rates should not be differentiated. Second, when the individual with
the lowest ability exhibits an elasticity of 0 and the individual with the highest ability has
an elasticity of 0.725, elasticities are more dispersed than in our baseline scenario. In this
case, the fraction of shifters and the gap in marginal tax rates are much larger.

5

Robustness Checks and Extensions

Sections 3 and 4 illustrated the important distinction between the intensive and extensive
margins in the most simple way. In particular, we emphasized that the tax rate differentiation mechanism at stake differed from the introduction of additional income tax brackets.
The objective of this section is to show that our results are robust to (i) the combination of
a fixed cost and convex shifting costs, and to (ii) the relaxation of the linear tax assumptions. We therefore consider Γ( A; γ) = C ( A) + γ · 1 A>0 , without assuming either γ ≡ 0
(contrary to Section 3) or that C ( A) ≡ 0 (contrary to Section 4).
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Table 1: Simulation results
Min elasticity

Max elasticity

ρ

τP∗

τC∗

τP∗ − τC∗

Shifters %

0
0
0

0.725
0.725
0.725

-1
0
1

0.79
0.78
0.77

0.65
0.65
0.64

0.14
0.14
0.13

16.3
12.7
8.2

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.5
0.5
0.5

-1
0
1

0.80
0.79
0.79

0.71
0.70
0.68

0.09
0.09
0.11

6
3.5
1.1

0.15
0.15
0.15

0.4
0.4
0.4

-1
0
1

0.80
0.80
0.80

0.72
0.71
0.68

0.08
0.09
0.11

2.4
0.6
0.2

0.23
0.23
0.23

0.23
0.23
0.23

-1
0
1

0.81
0.81
0.81

0.81
0.81
0.81

0.00
0.00
0.00

0
0
0

Multidimensional screening problems are technically challenging. To make the problem sufficiently tractable, we henceforth assume that ω and γ are the only dimensions of
heterogeneity within the population; we thus have κ = ω. This implies that at a given

(ω, γ), all agents have the same e. Hence, the three-dimensional screening problem considered above therefore turns into a two-dimensional one. We believe that this assumption could be relaxed without altering the interpretation of our results. However, such an
extension would be non-trivial.15

5.1

Individual Choices

Because the shifting cost function Γ now combines a smooth cost with a fixed cost, there
are potentially three categories of agents, depending on whether agents shift all their earnings, one part of them, or nothing. The indirect utility V NS of an agent who does not shift
15 Regarding

multidimensional screening problems, we refer the reader to Jacquet and Lehmann (2016).
This article considers optimal tax rules when agents differ both with respect to a vector of characteristics (e.g.
individual skills in various occupations) as well as elasticities; however, in contrast to our article, there is a
single non-linear tax function.
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anything is now defined as:
V NS (ω ) = max{ωL − TP (ωL) − v( L)},
L

(31)

yielding the first-order condition:

[1 − TP0 (ωL)]ω = v0 ( L).

(32)

For later use, we denote the solution in L by L NS (ω ). By contrast, the indirect utility V S
when earnings are at least partially shifted is:
V S (ω, γ) = max{ωL − TP (ωL − A) − TC ( A) − C ( A) − γ − v( L)}
L,A

(33)

with A ≤ ωL. Because of the interaction between the intensive and extensive mechanisms, it is now important to explicitly account for the inequality constraint A ≤ ωL .
We let λS refer to the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier of the latter. The first-order conditions with
respect to L and A are respectively:

[1 − TP0 (ωL − A)]ω − λS ω − v0 ( L) = 0,

(34)

TP0 (ωL − A) − TC0 ( A) − C 0 ( A) + λS = 0,

(35)

with λS ≥ 0 (= 0 if A < ωL). Combining the latter, we obtain:



1 − TC0 ( A) − C 0 ( A) ω = v0 ( L)

(36)

We denote the solutions in L and A by LS (ω ) and A(ω, γ) respectively. We see from (36)
that for an individual shifting her earnings –either partly or entirely– the marginal work
intensive is driven by the sum of the marginal tax rate on shifted income and the marginal
shifting cost. In other words, for a shifter (with 0 < A ≤ ωL), the marginal shifting cost
C 0 ( A) plays exactly the same part as the marginal tax rate TC0 ( A).
Before proceeding, it is important to emphasize that, because γ enters utility additively separably, it only determines the partitioning of the population into non-shifters
and shifters. It does not affect the optimal values of L NS , LS , or A, conditional on the
extensive shifting margin decision. In this setting, an agent decides to partly or entirely
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shift earnings provided V S (ω, γ) > V NS (ω ).16 Solving this inequality for γ, we obtain
–at each skill ω– a cut-off level γ̂(ω ) below which A > 0 and above which A = 0. More
precisely, γ̂(ω ) > 0 is equal to max {0, γ̂}, with solution:






γ̂ = ω LS (ω ) − L NS (ω ) + TP ωL NS (ω ) − TP ωLS (ω ) − A(ω, γ̂)




− TC ( A(ω, γ̂)) − C ( A(ω, γ̂)) − v LS (ω ) + v L NS (ω ) .

5.2

(37)

Elasticities

5.2.1

Intensive Labor Supply Elasticities

As in the previous sections, elasticities play a key part in the analysis. It is necessary to
generalize the definitions above to account for the non-linearity of the tax schedules. For
an agent who does not shift earnings at all, the labor supply elasticity is given by:
e NS (ω ) ≡

ω (1 − TP0 (ωL NS (ω )))
∂L NS (ω )
v0 ( L NS (ω ))
=
. (38)
∂ [ω (1 − TP0 (ωL NS (ω )))]
L NS (ω )
v00 ( L NS (ω )) L NS (ω )

The last equality follows from (32) and the implicit function theorem. We will show below
that, in the social optimum, all shifters decide to shift their entire earnings. It is therefore
useful to define the labor supply elasticity of an agent who shifts everything. It is given
by:

ω 1 − TC0 (ωLS (ω )
∂LS (ω )
v0 ( LS (ω )) + ωC 0 (ωLS (ω ))

e (ω ) ≡ 
=
.
LS (ω )
v00 (ωLS (ω )) LS (ω )
∂ ω (1 − TC0 (ωLS (ω )))
(39)
S

As emphasized above, the marginal work incentive of a shifter is not only shaped by
the tax function and the wage rate, but also by the marginal shifting cost function. This
explains the additional term ωC 0 (ωLS (ω )) on the right-hand side of Equation (39): When
an agent supplies one extra unit of labor, she does not only has to pay the marginal tax
rate, but also the marginal shifting cost. It is clear from the comparison of e NS and eS that
two agents of skill ω may have different labor supply elasticities.17
16 As already emphasized, it is innocuous –in terms of policy implications– whether we impose a strict or
weak inequality.
17 Another possibility, which we do not explicitly model, is that the v ( L ) functions are state-dependent
(different for shifters and non-shifters), which would generate differential elasticities for shifters and nonshifters even in the absence of continuous shifting costs. It is straightforward to interpret the optimal tax
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5.2.2

Extensive Shifting Elasticities

For later use, we also define the extensive margin shifting elasticities. We will see below
that, in the social optimum, earnings are either shifted entirely or not at all. Consequently,
at a given skill ω, the proportion of shifters is equal to:
Fγ|ω (γ̂) = Fγ|ω [ωLS − ωL NS + TP (ωL NS ) − TP (0) − TC (ωLS ) + v( L NS ) − v( LC )]. (40)
The percentage change in the number of shifters in response to a percentage change in the
tax paid as a non-shifter is:
η S (ω ) = −

∂Fγ|ω (γ̂) TP (ωL NS )
T (ωL NS )
= f (ω, γ̂) P
≥ 0.
∂TC (0) Fγ|ω (γ̂)
Fγ|ω (γ̂)

(41)

We vary TC (0) as this quantity is independent of the labor supply choice. Similarly, the
percentage change in the number of non-shifters in response to a percentage change in the
tax paid as a non-shifter is:
η NS (ω ) = −

5.3

∂[1 − Fγ|ω (γ̂)] TP (ωL NS )
T (ωL NS )
= − f (ω, γ̂) P
≤ 0.
∂TC (0)
1 − Fγ|ω (γ̂)
1 − Fγ|ω (γ̂)

(42)

The Social Planner’s Problem

Because there are two dimensions of heterogeneity in the population (skills ω and shifting
costs γ), the policy maker faces a multidimensional screening problem. However, conditional on the shifting status, all individuals of skill ω will choose the same labor supply
L(ω ) and shifted amount A(ω ). This simplifies the problem, and we will be able to obtain optimal marginal tax rates for given levels of ω. We define Ṽ S (ω ) ≡ V S (ω, γ) + γ
as the indirect utility of a shifter gross (A > 0) of the shifting cost γ. The social planner’s
objective function can be written as:
Z ∞ Z γ̂(ω )
0

0

S

g(ω, γ)[Ṽ (ω ) − γ] f (ω, γ) dγdω +

Z ∞Z ∞
0

γ̂(ω )

g(ω, γ)V NS (ω ) f (ω, γ) dγdω,
(43)

rules presented below in this section in this way.
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where γ̂(ω ) ≡ Ṽ S (ω ) − V NS (ω ). The social planner maximizes (43) with respect to
Ṽ S (ω ), V NS (ω ), LS (ω ), L NS (ω ) and A(ω ), within the set of feasible and incentive-compatible
allocations.
5.3.1

Incentive Compatilibity

Given the definition of V S (ω, γ) in (33), we obtain: dV S /dω = (1 − TP0 ) LS . Combining
the latter with (34), we obtain 1 − TP0 = v0 /ω + λS . Hence,
 0 S

dV S
v ( L (ω ))
S
=
+ λ L S ( ω ).
dω
ω

(44)

There are two cases to consider. First, suppose A < ωLS . Then, λS = 0. Consequently,
(44) reduces to:

v0 ( LS (ω )) S
dV S
=
L ( ω ).
dω
ω

(45)

Second, suppose instead that A = ωLS . Then we obtain:
V S = ωLS − TP (0) − TC (ωLS ) − C (ωLS ) − γ − v( LS ),

(46)



dV S
= 1 − TC0 − C 0 LS .
dω

(47)

from which:

Plugging (36) into (47) and it is reduced to (45). Because dṼ S /dω = dV S /dω, the firstorder condition for incentive-compatibility (45) is equivalent to:
dṼ S (ω )
v0 ( LS (ω )) S
=
L ( ω ).
dω
ω

(48)

dV NS (ω )
v0 ( L NS (ω )) NS
=
L ( ω ).
dω
ω

(49)

For non-shifters, we obtain:

Incentive compatible allocations verify (48) and (49), in addition to the monotonicity
constraints that gross-income is non-decreasing in skills within each set of agents (nonshifters and shifters). Below we adopt the so-called “first-order approach” and do not
formally account for the monotonicity constraints when writing the policy-maker’s opti-
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mization problem. That these constraints hold can be checked ex post in numerical simulations.
5.3.2

Feasibility

At the individual level, shifted earnings must not exceed total earnings. Hence, for all
values of ω, we have:
A(w) ≤ ωLC (w).

(50)

In addition, optimal allocations must be budget balanced. The state’s resource constraint
can be written as follows:
Z ∞ Z γ̂(ω )

+

Z ∞ Z0 ∞ 0
0

γ̂(ω )

[ωLS − v( LS ) − Ṽ S (ω )] f (ω, γ) dγdω
(51)

[ωL NS − v( L NS ) − V NS (ω )] f (ω, γ) dγdω ≥ R.

For simplicity, we set the exogenous revenue requirement to zero, i.e. R = 0. The following Problem summarizes the policy-maker’s optimization problem.
Problem 1. Find Ṽ S (ω ), V NS (ω ), LS (ω ), L NS (ω ), and A(ω ) which maximizes the social objective (43) subject to (i) the incentive compatibility conditions (48) and (49), (ii) the tax revenue
constraint (51) with R = 0, and (iii) the inequality constraint (50).

5.4

Optimal Tax Rules

When marginal tax rates are constant and shifting only involves a fixed cost (cf. Section
4), a rational agent either shifts nothing or her entire earnings. This is not necessarily the
case when taxes are nonlinear and shifting involves a convex cost together with a fixed
cost. It turns out however that, in the social optimum, rational agents behave in the same
dichotomic way as in the pure extensive model.
Proposition 3. Assume C 0 ( A) > 0. In the social optimum, agents choose A = 0 or A = ωL.
Proof. In Appendix C, we write down the Lagrangian for the social planner’s problem.
Assume A < ωL. The first-order condition with respect to A implies:
µC 0 ( A) f ω (ω ) Fγ|ω (γ̂) = 0.
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(52)

The shadow price of the resource constraint µ and the density f ω (ω ) are strictly positive.
Therefore, by (52), C 0 ( A) > 0 if and only if Fγ|ω (γ̂) = 0.
Proposition 3 shows that the sorting of agents between the groups of pure shifters and
pure non-shifters, highlighted in Section 4, is robust both to the introduction of a smooth
shifting cost and to the relaxation of the linear tax assumptions. In addition, Proposition
1 can be seen as a subcase of Proposition 3. When A = ωL is not available, agents must
choose A = 0. In that case, there is no shifting, corresponding to τP = τC . The next
Proposition generalizes Proposition 2.
Proposition 4. In the social optimum,


TP0 (ωL NS )
1
= 1 + NS NS
1 − TP0 (ωL NS )
e (L , ω)
R∞R∞
R∞
[1 − b(ω, γ)] f (ω, γ) dγdω + ω ∆T (ω ) f (ω, γ̂)dω
ω γ̂(ω )
×
ω f ω (ω )[1 − Fγ|ω (γ̂)]



TC0 (ωLS )
1
C 0 (ωLS )
=
1
+
−
1 − TC0 (ωLS )
eS ( LS , ω ) 1 − TC0 (ωLS )
R ∞ R γ̂(ω )
R∞
[1 − b(ω, γ)] f (ω, γ) dγdω − ω ∆T (ω ) f (ω, γ̂)dω
ω 0
×
ω f ω (ω ) Fγ|ω (γ̂)

(53)

(54)

Proof. See Appendix C.
The optimal tax rules (53) and (54) have the same structure as those presented in
Proposition 2. These expressions could in principle be recovered using small tax reform
perturbations. The difference is that we now should consider small marginal tax changes
locally at the two different earnings levels ωL NS and ωLS . For example, increasing TP0 has
a negative behavioral effect on the labor supply of the f ω (ω )[1 − Fγ|ω (γ̂)] non-shifters,
which are located at that particular income level. On the other hand, tax revenues are
gained from all individuals with earnings in excess of that level, and these will also
experience utility losses (but no additional labor supply distortion). Finally, the policymaker has to take into account that a fraction of individuals will shift incomes to the
other tax base when their tax bill as non-shifters increases. Note that the optimal income
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tax formula derived by Diamond (1998) is nested as a special case of equation (53), with
Fγ|ω (γ̂) = 0 and b(ω, γ) = b(ω ).
A new element of (54) is the marginal shifting cost. If the shifters, in addition to the
marginal tax rate, has to pay a positive marginal shifting cost it appears from (54) that
this motivates a lower marginal tax rate than otherwise. However, if the total shifting
cost (fixed cost + variable cost) becomes sufficiently large it will not be optimal for the
social planner to allow for shifting. Recall that (54) is informative on the marginal tax
rate on shifted income conditional on that there is a positive mass of shifters. We cannot
rule out the possiblity that Fγ|ω (γ̂) ≡ 0; it is however beyond the scope of this article to
numerically simulate the extended model of Section 5.
A simplification in our model is that shifting costs are exogenous from the government’s point of view. In reality, shifting costs are partly endogenous to policy. However,
to some extent we account for this policy endogeneity in this non-linear setting, since the
government may affect the fixed shifting cost by varying TC (0) (undetermined sign), i.e.
the lump sum component of the tax function for shifted income, which the shifter has to
pay regardless of the labor supply choice. One could, of course, imagine other ways in
which the government may affect shifting costs (e.g. by changing the legal requirements
for corporations). In principle, policy endogeneity of this kind could be incorporated in
the analysis by adding new choice variables to the social planner’s maximization problem.

5.5

Revenue Maximizing Asymptotic Marginal Tax Rates

We now derive expressions for the revenue maximizing tax rates at the very top of the
skill distribution. We therefore let b(ω, γ) = 0 as ω → ∞. In words, this means that the
policy-maker places no social value on the indirect utility of top-income earners.
The top of the skill distribution is approximated by a Pareto distribution of coefficient
a ≥ 1. In addition, we assume that the percentage change in the extra tax paid as a shifter
converges to ∆T/T. This quantity may either be positive or negative. Moreover, we let
the extensive elasticities η S (ω ) and η NS (ω ) converge to η S ≤ 0 and η NS ≥ 0 respectively.
F

Note that η NS = −η S 1−γFγ and Fγ is constant.
R∞

∆T (ω )
S
ω T (ωL P ) η ( ω ) Fγ|ω dω
P
1− Fω (ω )

S
NS ( ω ) → e NS ,
→ a,
→ ∆T
T η Fγ , e
eS (ω ) → eS and C 0 (ωLS ) → c when ω → ∞. The revenue maximizing asymptotic tax rates τP∗

Proposition 5. Assume

f ω (ω )ω
1− Fω (ω )
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and τC∗ are then given by:
τP∗ =
and
τC∗

=

1−
1+a

∆T NS
T η
NS
− ∆T
T η

(55)

e NS
1+e NS

∆T S
eS
T η − ca 1+eS
S
S
1 + a 1+e eS − ∆T
T η

1−

,

(56)

Proof. Because limω →∞ b(ω, γ) = 0 and limω →∞ Fγ|ω (ω ) = Fγ , the double integral in
R∞R∞
(53) is equal to ω γ̂(ω ) f (ω, γ) dγdω = [1 − Fγ ][1 − F (ω )]. Therefore, when ω tends to
infinity, (53) yields:

R∞
∆T (ω, γ̂) f (ω, γ̂)dω 1
TP0
1
1
= {1 +
lim ω
} (1 + NS )
0
1 − TP
1 − Fγ ω →∞
1 − Fω (ω )
a
e
1
∆T NS
1
= (1 −
η )(1 + NS ).
a
T
e

(57)

Solving for TP0 , we obtain (55). Similarly, when ω tends to infinity, (54) yields:
TC0
1
c
1
∆T S
= (1 −
η )(1 + S −
).
0
1 − TC
a
T
1 − TC0
e

(58)

Solving for TC0 , we obtain (56).
It should be emphasized that the top marginal tax rates in Proposition 5 are expressed
as functions of the skill distribution and not of the realized earnings distribution. Indeed,
when there is only one (personal) tax base as in Diamond (1998) or Saez (2001), the Pareto
parameter of the realized earnings distribution equals a/(1 + e NS ). In the present context, this straightforward relationship does no longer necessarily hold. In general, the
shape of the right tails of the non-shifted and shifted income distributions are likely to be
endogenous to the tax policy.
We see that the revenue maximizing personal income tax rate τP∗ is negatively related
to the real labor supply elasticity of non-shifters e NS and the Pareto coefficient a. This is
in accordance with the results derived in the standard “single tax base” model. In our
more general framework, the novelty is that τP∗ also depends on income shifting along the
extensive margin, which is captured by the term

∆T NS
.
T η

If the tax payment as a shifter is

larger than the tax payment as a non-shifter, ∆T is positive. Because η NS ≤ 0, this implies
∆T NS
T η

≤ 0. Intuitively, if an increase in the personal marginal tax rate leads to larger tax
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revenues from the alternative tax base, there is a rationale for setting τP∗ to a larger value
than in the standard “single tax base” model. In particular, this implies that the labor
supply elasticity is no longer a sufficient statistic to determine top marginal tax rates.
The optimal tax rate on shifted income, τC∗ , depends negatively on the labor supply of
shifters, through eS . Once more, heterogeneous elasticities of shifters and non-shifters are
important for the optimal rate structure. Since the extensive margin shifting elasticities
η NS and η S have opposite signs, a positive ∆T will motivate a smaller tax rate on shifted
S

income. The term ca 1+e eS is an additional feature of (56). A positive c will reduce τC∗ as the

total labor supply distortion of shifters is given by τC∗ + c. Of course, the revenue-maxizing
top marginal tax rate (56) is derived in a setting that does not account for capital income
supply. Capital income supply considerations are expected to lead to further reductions
in τC∗ . Consequently, the value of τC∗ provided in Proposition 5 may be regarded as an

upper bound for the top marginal tax rate on shifted incomes in an even more general
framework.
It is already well-known that the so-called taxable income elasticity, which reflects the
percentage change in personal income to a percentage change in the personal net-of-tax
rate, falls short of being a valid sufficient statistic for the efficiency cost of earnings taxation in the presence of income shifting (see, e.g., Slemrod, 1998; Saez et al., 2012; Chetty,
2009; and Doerrenberg et al., 2015). The taxable income elasticity, estimated in the spirit of
Feldstein (1995), typically encompasses both shifting responses and real responses. However, if an increase in the personal tax rate leads to an increase in corporate tax revenues
it is not sufficient to consider the response in the personal income tax base only. Interestingly, Saez et al. (2012) derive an expression for the revenue maximizing personal tax rate
for an exogenous share of income shifted (p.11, equation 11). Proposition 5 formalizes
the potential importance of fiscal externalities in a novel way, which endogenizes income
shifting.

6

Concluding discussion

The optimal tax literature has modelled income shifting as a decision along the intensive
margin. However, income shifting involves significant fixed costs, which give rise to an
important extensive margin. In this article, we show that the distinction between the
intensive and extensive margins has crucial policy implications. We consider a population
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of agents differing in terms of productivities, labor supply elasticities, and abilities to
shift income. In the extensive margin model the distinction between income creation and
income shifting breaks down and the social planner should not in general combat shifting.
In particular, numerical simulations of a linear tax model suggest that the social planner
should allow for income shifting if elasticities are heterogeneous in the population. We
demonstrate that the qualitative conclusions drawn from the simple linear tax model carry
over to a model with two fully non-linear tax schedules.
Needless to say, tax policy design includes considerations that we abstracted from,
such as capital income accumulation and horizontal equity concerns. Still, our model
has strong policy relevance because it casts a new light upon the highly controversial
issue of tax rate differentiation. The highlighted mechanisms should be kept in mind
when thinking about recent policy trends. For example, the present gap between the labor
income marginal tax rate of high income earners and the dividend tax rate of owners of
closely held companies is 32 percentage points in Sweden (70% vs. 38% when accounting
for payroll taxes and the corporate tax). By contrast, other countries, like Norway, are
closing the gap motivated by income shifting concerns.
Our analysis has important implications for future empirical work in the area. First,
empirical evidence on the nature of the shifting costs and the correlation between earnings
abilities, elasticities and shifting costs is desirable. Shifting costs will crucially depend on
the institutional setting in place. Moreover, there are intertemporal aspects of the shifting
decision, such that individuals may face a large fixed cost in the first year of shifting, but
smaller fixed costs in future years. To keep the analysis sufficiently tractable and highlight
the main forces at stake, we have abstracted from such issues in our article. Static models
can indeed always be regarded as reduced forms of dynamic models, in which utilities
would be computed along the life cycle. However, intertemporal aspects must explicitly
be addressed in empirical work. A second implication of our results is that empirical
researchers should focus less on the (homogenous) labor supply elasticity, and pay more
attention to heterogeneity across individuals and groups.
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Appendix A : Proof of Proposition 2
The social planner solves the following problem:
max

Z Z γ̂(κ )

τP ,τC ,G κ

0

C

g(κ, γ)V (κ ) f (κ, γ) dγdκ +

Z Z ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

g(κ, γ)V P (κ, γ) f (κ, γ) dγdκ,

(59)

subject to:
Z Z γ̂(κ )

τC
κ

0

C

ωL (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ + τP

Z Z ∞
κ

γ̂(ω,ε)

ωL P (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ − R − G = 0.

(60)

We let λ be the Lagrange multiplier of the budget constraint (60). The derivative of (59)
with respect to τP is:

Z Z ∞
κ

γ̂(κ )

g(κ, γ)ωL P (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ.
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(61)

We used the fact that V P (κ ) = V C (κ, γ) for γ = γ̂(κ ). We now compute the derivative of
the budget constraint (60) with respect to τP . We obtain:
Z Z ∞
γ̂(κ )

κ

Z Z ∞

∂L P (κ )
f (κ, γ)dγdκ
∂τP
κ γ̂(κ )
Z h
i ∂γ̂
+
τC ωLC (κ ) − τP ωL P (κ )
f (κ, γ̂)dκ.
∂τP
κ

P

ωL (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ + τP

ω

(62)

From Lemma 1, we know that ∂γ̂/∂τP = ωL P . We now write (61) − λ(62) = 0, rearrange
and use the definition of e(ε) to obtain (26).
To obtain (28), we compute the derivative of the social objective with respect to τC .
Using the indifference condition at γ̂, we obtain:
Z Z γ̂(κ )
κ

0

g(κ, γ)ωLC (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ.

(63)

We now compute the derivative of the budget constraint (60) with respect to τC :
Z Z γ̂(κ )
κ

0

C

∂LC (κ )
f (κ, γ)dγdκ
∂τC
κ 0
Z h
i ∂γ̂
f (κ, γ̂)dκ.
+
τC ωLC (κ ) − τP ωL P (κ )
∂τC
κ

ωL (κ ) f (κ, γ)dγdκ + τC

Z Z γ̂(κ )

ω

(64)

= −ωLC . We now write (63) − λ(64) = 0, rearrange and use
the definition of e(ε) to obtain (28).

From (20) we know that

∂γ̂
∂τC

Appendix B: Calibration of the fixed cost model
Skills ω and shifting costs γ follow a bivariate log normal distribution, i.e. (ω, γ) ∼
ln N (µω , µγ , σω2 , σγ2 , ρ), where µ x and σx stand for the mean and standard deviation of
log( x ). ρ is the correlation coefficient for the bivariate normal distribution of log(ω ) and
log(γ). We approximate the distribution of skills using wage rates. We observe the mean
and standard deviation on micro-data (LINDA) on monthly wages in Sweden (full time
equivalents) as of 2009.
We do not, however, observe the moments of the shifting cost distribution; they must
be calibrated somehow. Our strategy is to calibrate the shifting cost distribution by choosing µγ and σγ in such a way that the actual share of ’shifters’ is reproduced, conditional
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Table 2: Parameter values used in the simulations

µ
σ

log(ω )
10.194
0.302

log(γ)
11.795
0.302

Note: Moments of log(ω ) have been picked from LINDA data as of 2009, whereas the moments of
log(γ) have been calibrated.

on the actual Swedish wage distribution, the actual Swedish tax system, and a given distribution of elasticities. Two parameters are unknown to us. For convenience, we assume
that the variances of log(ω ) and log(γ) are the same.18 Ultimately, we therefore solely
calibrate µγ .
We set our target, i.e. the actual fraction of shifters, to be 5 %. Alstadsæter and Jacob (2017) report that 2.8% of Swedish individuals aged 18-70 are active shareholders in
closely held corporations 2000-08. Considering the fact that the share has increased over
time and that our wage data covers a younger sample (individuals aged 18-65) we think
that 5 % is a reasonable number to use in the calibration.
We calculate marginal labor income tax rates and marginal dividend income tax rates
for all individuals in the LINDA sample of 2009. We do not only consider the statutory tax
rates, but also the payroll tax rate and the corporate tax rate.19 In the LINDA wage sample,
the average marginal labor tax rate amounted to 0.505, whereas the average (constant)
marginal capital tax rate amounted to 0.410. Hence, we set τP = 0.505 and τC = 0.410
when calibrating the model.
We impose our baseline assumption regarding the labor supply elasticities; the elasticity is 0.1 for the lowest-skilled individual and 0.5 for the highest-skilled individual, and
the elasticity is linearly increasing in ω. Then we find that the fraction of shifters is 5%
when µγ = 11.795. The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in Table 2.
18 Denoting

by e the natural exponential
function, the correlation coefficient for the transformed distribuq
2
2
ρσ
σ
σ
tions is given by (e ω γ − 1)/ [e ω − 1][eσγ − 1]. When σω = σγ , the correlation coefficient for the transformed distributions is always relatively close to ρ, and identical for ρ = 0 and ρ = 1.
19 If an owner of a closely held corporation distributes profits as wage income her marginal tax rate is
τpersonal +τpayroll
. If she distributes profits as dividend income her marginal tax rate is τcorporate + τdividends −
1+τpayroll
τdividends × τcorporate . In 2009 τcorporate = 0.263, τdividends = 0.2 and τpayroll = 0.3142 were all proportional,
whereas τpersonal varied between 0 and 0.565. When calculating τpersonal we accounted for the Swedish central
government tax, local tax, basic allowance and the earned income tax credit.
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Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 4
Lagrangian and FOC
We form the Lagrangian from the objective (43) and the two sums of incentive compatibility constraints defined by (48) and (49) and the resource constraint (51). At a given skill
level ω, we denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with the incentive compatibility
constraints (48) and (49) by λ(ω ) and λ NS (ω ) respectively. µ refers to the Lagrange multiplier of the resource constraint (51) and λ A (ω ) denotes the Lagrange multiplier of the last
constraint (50).
By integration by parts, we obtain:
Z ∞
0

dṼ S (ω ) v0 ( LS ) S
−
L ]dω = lim λ(ω )Ṽ S (ω ) − λ(0)Ṽ (0)
ω →∞
dω
ω

λ(ω )[

−

Z ∞
0

Z ∞
0

λ NS (ω )[

0

S

λ (ω )Ṽ (ω ) −

Z ∞
0

λ(ω )[

v0 ( LS ) S
L ]dω, (65)
ω

dV NS (ω ) v0 ( L NS ) NS
−
L ]dω = lim λ NS (ω )V NS (ω ) − λ NS (0)V NS (0)
ω →∞
dω
ω
Z ∞
Z ∞
v0 ( L NS ) NS
L ]dω, (66)
−
λ NS (ω )V NS (ω ) −
λ NS (ω )[
ω
0
0

where limω →∞ λ(ω )Ṽ S (ω ) − λ(0)Ṽ S (0) = limω →∞ λ NS (ω )V NS (ω ) − λ NS (0)V NS (0) = 0
due to transversality conditions limω →∞ λ(ω ) = λ(0) = limω →∞ λ NS (ω ) = λ NS (0) = 0.
Combining the social objective (43), the reformulated conditions for incentive compatibility (65) and (66), together with the resource constraint (51), the Lagrangian may be
rewritten as:

L=

Z ∞ Z γ̂(ω )
0

−

Z ∞
0

0

g(ω, γ)[Ṽ S (ω ) − γ] f (ω, γ) dγdω +

λ0 (ω )Ṽ S (ω ) −

Z ∞
0

+µ
+µ

Z ∞Z ∞
0

γ̂(ω )

λ(ω )

v0 ( LS ) S
L dω −
ω

Z ∞ Z γ̂(ω )
0

[ωL

0
NS

Z ∞
0

Z ∞Z ∞
0

γ̂(ω )

g(ω, γ)V NS (ω ) f (ω, γ) dγdω

λ NS (ω )V NS (ω ) −

Z ∞
0

λ NS (ω )

v0 ( L NS ) NS
L dω
ω

[ωLS − v( LS ) − Ṽ S (ω )] f (ω, γ) dγdω

− v( L NS ) − V NS (ω )] f (ω, γ) dγdω + λ A (ω )[ A − ωLS ]. (67)
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Note that we can write L =

R∞

L(ω )dω. Accordingly, we can differentiate L(ω ) with
respect to
A(ω ), LS (ω ) and L NS (ω ) to arrive at necessary conditions that
hold at given levels of ω. The first-order condition with respect to Ṽ S (ω ) is:
Ṽ S (ω ),

0

V NS (ω ),

Z γ̂(ω )
0

[ g(ω, γ) − µ] f (ω, γ) dγ − λ0 (ω ) + µ∆T (ω ) f (ω, γ̂) = 0,

(68)

where ∆T (ω ) = [ωLS − v( LS ) − Ṽ S (ω )] − [ωL NS − v( L NS ) − V NS (ω )] is the extra tax
paid by the marginal shifter. When writing down (68), we have used the fact that γ̂(ω ) =
Ṽ S (ω ) − V NS (ω ), which in turn implies ∂γ̂(ω )/∂Ṽ (w) = 1. In a similar way, the firstorder condition with respect to V NS (ω ) reads:
Z ∞
γ̂(ω )

[ g(ω, γ) − µ] f (ω, γ) dγ − λ NS0 (ω ) − µ∆T (ω ) f (ω, γ̂) = 0.

(69)

The first-order condition with respect to LS (ω ) implies that, for all values of ω,
λ(ω )[−

v00 ( LS ) S v0 ( LS )
L −
]+µ
ω
ω

Z γ̂
0

(ω − v0 ( LS )) f (ω, γ)dγ − λ A (ω )ω = 0.

(70)

Last, the first-order condition with respect to A(ω ) yields:

−µC 0A

Z γ̂
0

f (ω, γ)dγ + λ A (ω ) = 0.

(71)

Case (i): Constraint A ≤ ωL is binding
Combining (70) and (71), we obtain:

Z γ̂
v00 ( LS ) S v0 ( LS )
L −
+µ
[ω − v0 ( LS ) − ωC 0 (ωLS )] f (ω, γ)dγ = 0.
λ(ω ) −
ω
ω
0


(72)

From (36), v0 ( LS ) + ωC 0 = (1 − TC0 )ω. Using this relationship and dividing (72) by v0 ( LS )
and rearranging, we obtain:


TC0 (ωLS )
λ(ω )
1
=
.
1+ S
R γ̂
1 − TC0 (ωLS ) − C 0 (ωLS )
e (ω )
ωµ 0 f (ω, γ)dγ
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(73)

Using the same steps, the first-order condition with respect to L NS can be written as:


TP0 (ωL NS )
λ NS (ω )
1
R∞
=
.
1 + NS
1 − TP0 (ωL NS )
e (ω )
ωµ γ̂ f (ω, γ)dγ

(74)

Case (ii): Constraint A ≤ ωL is not binding
It follows from (71) that:
µC 0A

Z γ̂
0

f (ω, γ)dγ = µC 0 ( A) f ω (ω ) Fγ|ω (γ̂) = 0.

(75)

We have: µ > 0. Suppose first that C 0 ( A) > 0 at skill level ω. In this case, the number
of shifters at that skill level must be zero in the social optimum; the social planner should
set Fγ|ω (γ̂) = 0. Suppose instead that C 0 ( A) = 0 at skill level ω. It then follows from (35)
that the two marginal tax rates should be equalized; i.e., TP0 = TC0 .

Finding expressions for λ and λ NS
Following Scheuer (2014), Appendix A.3, we integrate equations (68) and (69) over the
whole support of ω, add them, and use the fact that the sum is equal to 0. Use in addition
the transversality condition limω →∞ λ(ω ) = λ(0) = limω →∞ λ NS (ω ) = λ NS (0) = 0, we
get:
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[ g(ω, γ) − µ] f (ω, γ) dγdω = ḡ − µ = 0, (76)
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[ g(ω, γ)] f (ω, γ) dγdω is the average social marginal welfare weight in
the population. Integrating equations (68) and (69) between 0 and ω, using the relationRω
Rω
ship given by (76) and the fact that λ(ω ) = 0 λ0 (ω )dω and λ NS (ω ) = 0 λ NS0 (ω )dω,
we obtain:
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Because limω →∞ λ(ω ) = limω →∞ λ NS (ω ) = 0, we can rewrite (77) and (78) as:
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Optimal tax rules in Proposition 4
Combining (74), (76), (80) while using the definition b(ω, γ) = g(ω, γ)/µ gives (53). Similarly, combining (73), (76), (79) while using the definition b(ω, γ) = g(ω, γ)/µ gives (54).
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